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This study addresses research gaps in predicting second language (L2) writing
proﬁciency using linguistic features. Key to this analysis is the inclusion of linguistic
measures at the surface, textbase and situation model level that assess text cohesion and
linguistic sophistication. The results of this study demonstrate that ﬁve variables (lexical
diversity, word frequency, word meaningfulness, aspect repetition and word familiarity)
can be used to signiﬁcantly predict L2 writing proﬁciency. The results demonstrate that
L2 writers categorised as highly proﬁcient do not produce essays that are more cohesive,
but instead produce texts that are more linguistically sophisticated. These ﬁndings have
important implications for L2 writing development and L2 writing pedagogy.

Over the last 30 years, a considerable amount of research has been conducted on the role
of linguistic features in second language (L2) writing proﬁciency. This research has
traditionally relied on surface and textbase measures such as text length, lexical diversity,
word repetition and word frequency to distinguish differences between writing
proﬁciency levels (e.g. Connor, 1990; Engber, 1995; Ferris, 1994; Frase, Faletti, Ginther
& Grant, 1997; Jarvis, 2002; Jarvis, Grant, Bikowski & Ferris, 2003; Reid, 1986, 1990;
Reppen, 1994). In contrast to these traditional measures of text, relatively little L2 writing
research has been conducted using deeper-level linguistic measures (Engber, 1995) that
tap into the underlying meaning and intentions of the discourse. Such measures assess
linguistic features such as conceptual knowledge, causality, temporality and given/new
information. This research gap has largely remained because of a paucity of accurate
tools capable of adequately representing meaning and intention.
We address this research gap by using the computational tool Coh-Metrix (Graesser,
McNamara, Louwerse & Cai, 2004) to examine the degree to which textual features can
explain how the linguistic choices made by L2 writers relate to human judgements of
writing proﬁciency. Unlike other computational tools, Coh-Metrix reports on a range of
linguistic features at various levels of language, discourse, meaning and conceptual analysis.
The indices reported by Coh-Metrix include surface- and textbase-level measures, as well as
Copyright r 2010 UKLA. Published by Blackwell Publishing, 9600 Garsington Road, Oxford OX4 2DQ,
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deeper-level measures related to the situation model of the text (i.e. causality, temporality,
inferencing and given/new information). In this study, we sample a range of theoretically
motivated indices related to cohesion and linguistic sophistication, while controlling for an
important non-linguistic variable: text length. Our goal is to examine whether L2 writers
categorised at different proﬁciency levels produce writing samples that vary in terms of
these linguistic features when text length is held constant.

Analysis of L2 writing
Of the four macro-skills related to communication, it has been argued that learning to
write in a second language is far more challenging than learning to listen to, speak or read
a foreign language (Bell & Burnaby, 1984; Bialystok, 1978; Brown & Yule, 1983;
Nunan, 1989; White, 1981). Over the past 30 years, there have been a variety of
methods and tools used to describe, distinguish and explain the writing processes unique
to L2 learners. Many studies have examined effects of variables such as language
background (Connor, 1996), the purpose of the writing, the writing medium (BiesenbachLucas, Meloni & Weasenforth, 2000), cultural expectations (Matsuda, 1997), topic
and audience (Jarvis et al., 2003). In contrast, this study focuses on how differences in
perceived writing proﬁciency are related to linguistic features present in the writers’
texts. Our premise is that these features are tentacles to the writers’ language
abilities, which likely result from their exposure to the language and the amount of
experience and practice they have in understanding and communicating in the second
language (Dunkelblau, 1990; Kamel, 1989; Kubota, 1998). In this study, we focus
speciﬁcally on language features related to cohesion (i.e. the use of connectives and word
overlap) and linguistic sophistication (i.e. lexical difﬁculty, syntactic complexity). We
selected language features related to cohesion and linguistic sophistication not only
because they have been productive predictors of L2 writing proﬁciency in the past
(e.g. Connor, 1990; Ferris, 1994; Frase et al., 1997; Grant & Ginther, 2000; Reid, 1986,
1990; Reppen, 1994; Silva, 1993), but also because recent developments in natural
language processing allow us to consider deeper-level linguistic features related to
cohesion and linguistic sophistication that were not available in previous studies.
Although research on the linguistic features of L2 writing has advanced recently, we still
lack a coherent understanding of the linguistic features that characterise L2 writing (Jarvis
et al., 2003). One reason that research in this area has lagged behind is related to the types of
indices that have typically been available for exploration. Studies that have examined
correlations between L2 essay scores and linguistic features have traditionally used surface
code measures (Graesser, Millis & Zwaan, 1997). Surface code measures are those measures
that assess word composition, lexical items, part of speech categories and syntactic
composition at the surface level. In general, the studies that have used surface code measures
have demonstrated that higher-rated essays contain more words (Carlson, Bridgeman, Camp
& Waanders, 1985; Ferris, 1994; Frase et al., 1997; Reid, 1986, 1990), and use words with
more letters or syllables (Frase et al., 1997; Grant & Ginther, 2000; Reid, 1986, 1990;
Reppen, 1994). Syntactically, L2 essays that are rated as higher quality include more surface
code measures such as subordination (Grant & Ginther, 2000) and instances of passive voice
(Connor, 1990; Ferris, 1994; Grant & Ginther, 2000). Additionally, they contain more
instances of nominalisations, prepositions (Connor, 1990), pronouns (Reid, 1992) and fewer
present tense forms (Reppen, 1994).
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Other studies have used measures that tap into the semantic textbase to evaluate the
cohesive properties of L2 essays (Ferris, 1994; Silva, 1993). Unlike surface code
measures, textbase indices identify explicit connections and referential links within text
(Graesser et al., 1997). Such measures include indices of lexical diversity, word overlap
and connectives. The ﬁndings from these studies have been contradictory. For instance, a
number of studies have found that more proﬁcient L2 writers use a more diverse range of
words, and thus show greater lexical diversity (Engber, 1995; Grant & Ginther, 2000;
Jarvis, 2002; Reppen, 1994). Greater lexical diversity signiﬁes less word overlap and thus
fewer referential links (McCarthy, 2005). Other studies have examined the use of more
explicit cohesive devices such as connectives. Jin (2001), for example, examined the use
of connectives in Chinese graduate students’ writings. He found that all students,
regardless of proﬁciency, use cohesive devices but advanced writers use these devices
more often than do intermediate writers. Similarly, Connor (1990) found that higherproﬁciency L2 writers use more connectives. Past research, then, demonstrates that L2
writers judged to be advanced sometimes produce text which is less cohesive when
measured by word overlap, but at other times their writing is more cohesive as measured
by their use of connectives.
Overall, studies using surface code and textbase measures to compare incidences of
linguistics features in L2 essays to their respective essay scores demonstrate that
linguistic variables related to cohesion and linguistic sophistication (i.e. lexical repetition,
connectives, parts of speech, word length, lexical diversity and the use of passive voice)
along with text length can be used to distinguish high-proﬁciency essays from lowproﬁciency essays. However, while these studies have made important contributions to
our understanding of L2 writing proﬁciency, many of the studies have suffered from
design weaknesses. Additionally, the reported ﬁndings, while statistically signiﬁcant,
have generally demonstrated low-to-moderate effect sizes (deﬁned as Pearson’s
correlations o.50, Cohen, 1988) such as ro.40 in Engber (1995) and Jarvis et al.
(2003) or, like Grant and Ginther (2000), have not reported effect sizes at all. In reference
to design weaknesses, some studies have compromised statistical validity by potentially
over-ﬁtting the data (e.g. Jarvis et al., 2003). Over-ﬁtting data are problematic because if
too many variables are included in a statistical analysis, the model ﬁts not only the signal
of the predictors but also the unwanted noise. When over-ﬁtting occurs, the training
model ﬁts the data well, but when the model is applied to new data, the results are likely
to be poor because noise varies across data sets. Thus, the noise ﬁt to the model in the
original data set will not remain the same in a new data set. Additionally, most, if not all
past studies, have failed to use training sets and test sets (e.g. Connor, 1990; Engber,
1995; Ferris, 1994; Frase et al., 1997; Jarvis et al., 2003; Reid, 1986, 1990). In these
cases, the reported performance may ﬁt the analysed corpus, but there is no test provided
to indicate whether the linguistic variables will provide good predictors of performance
on other corpora (Whitten & Frank, 2005).
While these past studies have strongly contributed to our knowledge of L2 writing, the
reported results are not always extendable outside of the data analysed. As such, more
research is needed to validate the role of linguistic features in characterising L2 essay
quality. Additionally, other linguistic features need to be considered to investigate
potentially better and more reliable predictors of essay quality. The use of more advanced
computational tools to identify these features along with larger corpora (both of which
were unavailable to past researchers and account for the reported design weaknesses)
should likely facilitate this effort.
Copyright r 2010 UKLA
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Computational tools and text evaluation
While still far from the norm, the use of computational tools in the examination of L2
writing is steadily growing. Past studies using computational tools have included the use
of STYLEFILES (Reid, 1992) and computerised tagging systems (Grant & Ginther,
2000; Jarvis et al., 2003). More recently, L2 writing researchers have begun to take
advantage of computational tools that provide more sophisticated linguistic indices, such
as Coh-Metrix (Crossley & McNamara, 2009; McCarthy et al., 2007).
Coh-Metrix is an advanced computational tool that measures cohesion and linguistic
sophistication at various levels of language, discourse and conceptual analysis
(McNamara, Crossley & McCarthy, 2010). The tool was constructed to investigate
various measures of text and language comprehension that augment surface components
of language by exploring deeper, more global attributes of language. The tool is informed
by various disciplines such as discourse psychology, computational linguistics, corpus
linguistics, information extraction and information retrieval. As such, Coh-Metrix
integrates lexicons, pattern classiﬁers, part-of-speech taggers, syntactic parsers, shallow
semantic interpreters and other components common in computational linguistics
(Jurafsky & Martin, 2008). Coh-Metrix indices have been validated in numerous writing
studies (see Crossley & McNamara, 2009, for an overview).
With these resources, Coh-Metrix can analyse text using measures of both the surface
code and textbase. Notably, many of the surface code and textbase measures provided by
Coh-Metrix reports have not been used to analyse L2 writing in prior research. These
Coh-Metrix measures include depth of knowledge lexical indices, word overlap indices
and syntactic complexity indices (Graesser et al., 2004). More importantly, Coh-Metrix
provides a selection of indices related to textual features that are likely to inﬂuence a
reader’s deeper understanding of the text, called the situation model (Kintsch, 1998).
Some researchers have proposed that the reader’s situation model is inﬂuenced by various
dimensions of the text related to textual coherence (i.e. causality, temporality,
intentionality and protagonists; Zwaan, Magliano & Graesser, 1995; Zwaan &
Radvansky, 1998). Discontinuities in any of these dimensions within the text can cause
a break in textual cohesion, and thus affect the coherence of the reader’s situation model.
Current study
Our goal is to take advantage of the more complete range of indices provided by CohMetrix to examine potentially better indicators of human judgements of L2 writing
proﬁciency. We hypothesise that linguistic features related to cohesion and linguistic
sophistication will provide strong predictors of human judgements of writing proﬁciency.
Our approach using a broader range of indices that are linked to the surface code, textbase
and situation model, contrasts with prior L2 writing studies that have examined a limited
number of linguistic features assessed solely by surface and textbase measures. In
addition, we examine collections of linguistic features that are related to speciﬁc
cognitive correlates such as cohesion (e.g. logical operators, lexical overlap, temporal
cohesion, semantic co-referentiality, causality, connectives, lexical diversity) and
linguistic sophistication (e.g. psycholinguistic word ratings, hypernymy, word frequency,
syntactic complexity). The categorisations we use are based on theoretical conventions
and are discussed below. The categories are not unambiguous and a few of the categories
exhibit theoretical convergence. For instance, lexical diversity has tentacles to both
Copyright r 2010 UKLA
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cohesion and linguistic sophistication. Nonetheless, our groupings are helpful in
understanding the intended constructs.
We use the term cohesion to refer to the textual indications that coherent texts are
built upon (Louwerse, 2004). Cohesion is critical to the understanding of how
language functions and is premised on the notion that the linking of ideas allows for
the creation of coherent discourse (Halliday & Hasan, 1976). In this study, we predict that
higher-rated essays will contain more cohesive devices than lower-rated essays. This
prediction is based on past studies (Connor, 1990; Jin, 2001; Witte & Faigley, 1981)
that found that more proﬁcient writers produced more cohesive devices than less
proﬁcient writers.
We use the term linguistic sophistication to refer to the production of infrequent and
more complex linguistic features. Linguistic sophistication is important because it relates
to the depth of linguistic knowledge by language learners and strongly correlates with
language proﬁciency and academic achievement (Daller, van Hout & Treffers-Daller,
2003). In this study, we predict that more proﬁcient writers will demonstrate greater
linguistic sophistication than lower-proﬁciency writers, especially in relation to lexical
difﬁculty. This prediction is based on past studies (e.g. Grant & Ginther, 2000; Reppen,
1994) that have shown that advanced writers use more difﬁcult and varied linguistic items
(in both word and syntactic choices).
Method
To accomplish our goal of determining the combined effects of surface code, textbase
and situational model measures on essay evaluation, we used Coh-Metrix to analyse a
corpus of scored essays that were controlled for text length. Unlike past studies, we
divided the texts into training and test sets (Whitten & Frank, 2005). Using the training
set data, we conducted correlations and linear regressions comparing the human ratings
and the Coh-Metrix variables. The results of this analysis were later extended to the held
back, independent test set data and ﬁnally to the complete corpus.
Corpus collection
We used essays written by graduating Hong Kong high school students for the Hong
Kong Advanced Level Examination (HKALE). Milton (2000) initially used the corpus to
examine writing proﬁciency at various levels for lexical and grammatical acquisition.
The complete corpus, which Milton referred to as the HK ‘UE’ Examination Scripts
corpus, consists of 1,200 essays. The essays were administered to senior high school
students and were designed to assess students’ ability to understand and use English at the
college level. The writing examination lasted for 1 hour and 15 minutes. Participants
were expected to write a 500-word essay and were allowed to choose from one of four
prompts. The essays in the corpus were written in response to the following prompts:
discuss the popularity of comic books, discuss the wearing of brand named fashions,
respond to a letter of complaint and write a letter welcoming an exchange student. The
essays were graded by groups of trained raters from the Hong Kong Examinations and
Assessment Authority. The corpus includes six of the seven represented grade levels
assigned to HKALE (the grade of unclassiﬁable was left out). Thus, the grades ranged
from A to F (and included the grade E). The corpus comprised 200 essays from each
grade level, for a total of 1,200 essays.
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The corpus used in this study is a subsection of the HK ‘UE’ Examination Scripts
corpus. We selected only the essays that had text lengths between 485 and 555 words.
These essays provided us with the greatest number of texts (514) that did not demonstrate
signiﬁcant correlations between text length and the grades assigned by the raters. We
controlled for text length effects because text length has historically been a strong
predictor of essay scoring with most studies reporting that text length explains about 30%
of the variance in human scores (Ferris, 1994; Frase et al., 1997). Additionally, when text
length is combined with other variables, it generally washes out their predictive strength.
Given that our interest lies in linguistic variables related to cohesion and linguistic
sophistication, we selected a subsection of texts that did not demonstrate signiﬁcant
correlations between text length and human scoring. This selection allowed us to examine
which linguistic variables inﬂuence human scoring when text length is held constant.
Variable selection
Coh-Metrix reports over 600 indices of linguistic features of text. All indices reported by
Coh-Metrix are normalised for text length. For this study, we divided these indices into
12 conceptually similar banks related to cohesion and linguistic sophistication. To select
the variables from the Coh-Metrix banks of indices (e.g. word frequency bank, syntactic
complexity bank, lexical diversity bank), we followed Whitten and Frank (2005) and
divided the corpus into two sets: a training set (n 5 344) and a testing set (n 5 170) based
on a 67/33 split. The training set was used to select the linguistic variables. The test set
was used to calculate the amount of variance that the selected variables explained in an
independent corpus (Whitten & Frank, 2005). Such a method allowed us to predict
accurately the performance of our model on an independent corpus. Because the selected
essays were controlled for text length, there was not an even division of essays based on
grade categorisation. The fewest essays were contained in the ‘A’ categorisation (63
essays). The categorisation with the most essays was the ‘C’ categorisation (94 essays).
A description of the training and test set is located in Table 1.
The purpose of the training set was to identify which of the Coh-Metrix variables most
highly correlated with the essay grades. Those variables that most highly correlated with
the essay grades were used in a regression analysis to examine if the Coh-Metrix
variables were predictive of human essay ratings. To avoid issues of collinearity (strong
correlations between two or more variables), we conducted Pearson’s correlations
between the variables to ensure that none of the indices correlated at r 5 4.70 (Brace
Kemp & Snelgar, 2006; Tabachnick & Fidell, 2001). The selected banks are discussed
below in reference to their importance in text cohesion and linguistic sophistication. The
banks are also separated based on whether the indices they report are based on the surface
code, the textbase or the situation model.
Table 1. Number of essays contained in each grade classiﬁcation.
Grade
A
B
C
D
E
F

Total number of essays

Essays in training set

Essays in test set

63
88
94
87
89
93

42
59
63
58
60
62

21
29
31
29
29
31
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Surface code measures
Syntactic complexity. Syntactic complexity is measured by Coh-Metrix in three major
ways. First, there is an index that calculates the mean number of words before the main
verb with the understanding that more words before the main verb leads to more complex
syntactic structure. Second, there is an index that measures the mean number of highlevel constituents (sentences and embedded sentence constituents) per word with the
understanding that more higher-level constituents per word leads to a more complex
syntactic structure. Lastly, there is an index that assesses syntactic similarity by
measuring the uniformity and consistency of the syntactic constructions in the text. This
index not only looks at syntactic similarity at the phrasal level, but also takes account of
the parts of speech involved. More uniform syntactic constructions result in less complex
syntax that is easier for the reader to process. Sentences with difﬁcult syntactic
constructions include the use of embedded constituents and are often structurally dense,
syntactically ambiguous or ungrammatical (Graesser et al., 2004). As a consequence,
they are more difﬁcult to process and comprehend (Perfetti, Landi & Oakhill, 2005).
Word frequency. Word frequency refers to metrics of how often particular words occur
in the English language. Unlike past word frequency measures that simply look at bands
of frequent words and generally only the ﬁrst 2,000 words (Nation & Heatley, 1996),
Coh-Metrix reports on a more sophisticated word frequency measure that is based on
large corpora. The primary frequency count in Coh-Metrix comes from CELEX (Baayen,
Piepenbrock & van Rijn, 1993), the database from the Centre for Lexical Information,
which consists of frequencies taken from the early 1991 version of the COBUILD corpus,
a 17.9 million-word corpus. Thus, Coh-Metrix reports on the incidence of word
frequency for a majority of the words in English, not just the most common. From a
cognitive perspective, frequent words are more quickly accessed by the writer and more
quickly decoded by the reader (Perfetti, 1985; Rayner & Pollatsek, 1994). More proﬁcient
L2 writers have also been shown to use less frequent words (Frase et al., 1997; Grant &
Ginther, 2000; Reid, 1986, 1990; Reppen, 1994).
Hypernymy and polysemy indices (WordNet). Coh-Metrix measures the ambiguity of a
text by calculating its polysemy value, which refers to the number of meanings or senses
within a word. Coh-Metrix measures the abstractness of a text by calculating its
hypernymy value, which refers to the number of levels a word has in a conceptual,
taxonomic hierarchy (from concrete to abstract). The number of meanings and the
number of levels attributed to a word are measured in Coh-Metrix using WordNet
(Fellbaum, 1998; Miller, Beckwith, Fellbaum, Gross & Miller, 1990). For instance, on a
hypernymic scale, vehicle would have more levels and thus be more abstract than car.
Using polysemy, bank (go to the bank, break the bank, bank on the Yankees winning)
would be more ambiguous than lentil, which has only one sense. Hypernymy and
polysemy values also relate to the development of L2 lexical networks because
hypernymy values can measure the growth of lexical connections between hierarchically
related items, while polysemy values can measure the development of sense relations
(Crossley, Salsbury & McNamara, 2009; in press).
Word information (MRC psycholinguistic database). Coh-Metrix calculates information
at the lexical level on ﬁve psycholinguistic matrices: familiarity, concreteness,
Copyright r 2010 UKLA
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imagability, meaningfulness and age of acquisition. All of these measures come from the
MRC psycholinguistic database (Coltheart, 1981) and are based on the works of Paivio
(1965), Toglia and Battig (1978) and Gilhooly and Logie (1980), who used human
subjects to rate large collections of words for said psychological properties. Because most
MRC measures are based on psycholinguistic experiments, the coverage of words differs
among the measures (e.g. the database contains 4,825 words with imagery ratings and
4,920 with familiarity ratings). Many of these indices are important for L2 lexical
networks and lexical difﬁculty. In relation to lexical networks, the MRC word
meaningfulness score relates to how strongly words associate with other words, and
how likely words are to prime or activate other words. In relation to lexical difﬁculty,
MRC word familiarity, concreteness, imagability and age of acquisition scores measure
lexical constructs such as word exposure (familiarity), word abstractness (concreteness),
the evocation of mental and sensory images (imagability) and intuited order of lexical
acquisition (age of acquisition). For a full review of these indices as found in Coh-Metrix
refer to Salsbury, Crossley and McNamara (in press).
Textbase measures
Lexical overlap. Coh-Metrix considers four forms of lexical overlap between sentences:
noun overlap, argument overlap, stem overlap and content word overlap. Noun overlap
measures how often a common noun of the same form is shared between two sentences.
Argument overlap measures how often two sentences share nouns with common stems
(including pronouns), while stem overlap measures how often a noun in one sentence
shares a common stem with other word types in another sentence (not including
pronouns). Content word overlap refers to how often content words are shared between
sentences at binary and proportional intervals (including pronouns). Lexical overlap has
been shown to aid in text comprehension (Douglas, 1981; Kintsch & van Dijk, 1978;
Rashotte & Torgesen, 1985). Lexical overlap indices are also of interest because
advanced L2 writers have been found to use a greater variety of lexical and referential
cohesion devices, while lower-level writers use more overlap (Ferris, 1994).
Connectives. In Coh-Metrix, the density of connectives is assessed using two
dimensions. The ﬁrst dimension contrasts positive versus negative connectives, whereas
the second dimension is associated with particular classes of cohesion identiﬁed by
Halliday and Hasan (1976) and Louwerse (2001). These connectives are associated with
positive additive (also, moreover), negative additive (however, but), positive temporal
(after, before), negative temporal (until) and causal (because, so) measures. Connectives
play an important role in the creation of cohesive links between ideas and clauses
(Crismore, Markkanen & Steffensen, 1993; Longo, 1994) and provide clues about text
organisation (Van de Kopple, 1985).
Logical operators. The logical operators measured in Coh-Metrix include variants of or,
and, not and if-then combinations, all of which have been shown to relate directly to the
density and abstractness of a text and correlate to higher demands on working memory
(Costerman & Fayol, 1997).
Lexical diversity. The traditional method for measuring lexical diversity (LD) is type–
token ratio (TTR, Templin, 1957). TTR is the division of types (i.e. unique words
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occurring in the text) by tokens (i.e. all instances of words), forming an index that ranges
from 0 to 1, whereby a higher number indicates greater diversity. However, a major
problem with LD indices is that while the number of tokens increases uniformly, the
relative number of types steadily decreases. That is, every new word is a new token;
however, after a relatively short amount of text, tokens tend to be repeated such that the
number of types asymptotes. As a result, TTR indices are generally highly correlated to
text length and are not reliable across a corpus of texts where the token counts differ
markedly (McCarthy & Jarvis, 2007). To correct for the problem of text length in LD
indices, a wide range of more sophisticated approaches to measuring vocabulary range
have been developed. Those reported by Coh-Metrix include MTLD (McCarthy, 2005;
McCarthy & Jarvis, in press) and D (Malvern, Richards, Chipere & Duran, 2004;
McCarthy & Jarvis, 2007) values. LD is indicative of the range of vocabulary deployed
by a speaker or writer. Greater LD is widely held to be indicative of greater linguistic
skills (Avent & Austermann, 2003; Grela, 2002) and past studies have demonstrated that
more proﬁcient L2 writers produce texts with greater lexical diversity (Engber, 1995;
Grant & Ginther, 2000; Jarvis, 2002; Reppen, 1994).
Situation model measures
Latent semantic analysis (LSA). Coh-Metrix tracks semantic coreferentiality using LSA,
a mathematical and statistical technique for representing deeper world knowledge based
on large corpora of texts. Unlike indices of lexical overlap, LSA measures semantic
similarity between words, sentences and paragraphs. LSA uses a general form of factor
analysis to condense a large corpus of texts down to 300–500 dimensions. These
dimensions represent how often a word occurs within a document (deﬁned at the sentence
level, the paragraph level or in larger sections of texts) and each word, sentence or text is
represented by a weighted vector (Landauer & Dumais, 1997; Landauer, Foltz & Laham,
1998). The relationships between the vectors form the basis for representing semantic
similarity between words. For instance, the word mouse has a higher LSA value when
compared with cat than to either dog or house.
In addition, Coh-Metrix assesses given/new information through LSA by measuring
the proportion of new information each sentence provides. The given information is
thought to be recoverable from the preceding discourse (Halliday, 1967) and does not
require a memory search (Chafe, 1975). Given information is thus less taxing on a
person’s cognitive load. To compute the LSA given/new index, each sentence in the input
text is represented by an LSA vector. Then the amount of new information a sentence
provides is computed from the component of the corresponding sentence vector that is
perpendicular to the space spanned by the previous sentence vectors. Similarly, the
amount of given information of a sentence is the parallel component of the sentence
vector to the span of the previous sentence vectors (Hempelmann, Dufty, McCarthy,
Graesser, Cai & McNamara, 2005). LSA indices are important measures of cohesion
because they can track the amount of semantic coreferentiality in a text (Crossley,
Louwerse, McCarthy & McNamara, 2007). LSA is also indicative of the development of
lexical networks by L2 learners (Crossley, Salsbury, McCarthy & McNamara, 2008).
Spatiality. Coh-Metrix determines spatial cohesion based on the work of Herskovits
(1998) who suggested that there are two kinds of spatial information: location
information and motion information. This theory is extended by representing motion
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spatiality through motion verbs such as run, drive and move and location spatiality
through location nouns such as Alabama, house and store (Dufty, Graesser, Lightman,
Crossley & McNamara, 2006). In Coh-Metrix, classiﬁcations for both motion verbs and
location nouns are taken from WordNet (Fellbaum, 1998). Coh-Metrix uses this
information to produce a variety of indices related to spatiality. Key among these are the
ratio of location and motion words, the number of locational nouns, the number of
locational prepositions and the number of motion verbs. Spatial cohesion helps to
construct a text and ensures that the situational model of the text (Kintsch & van Dijk,
1978; Zwaan et al., 1995) is well structured and clearly conveys text meaning.
Causal cohesion. Cues that help infer the causal relations in the text (i.e. causal
cohesion) enhance situation model-level understanding (Kintsch & van Dijk, 1978;
Zwaan et al., 1995). Causal cohesion is measured in Coh-Metrix by calculating the ratio
of causal verbs to causal particles (Graesser et al., 2004). The incidence of causal verbs
and causal particles in a text relates to the conveyance of causal content and causal
cohesion. The causal verb count is based on the number of main causal verbs identiﬁed
through WordNet (Fellbaum, 1998; Miller et al., 1990). These include verbs such as kill,
throw and pour. The causal particle count is based on a deﬁned set of causal particles
such as because, as a consequence of and as a result. Causal cohesion is relevant to texts
that depend on causal relations between events and actions (i.e. stories with an action plot
or science texts with causal mechanisms) and is also relevant at the sentential level when
there are causal relationships between sentences or clauses (Pearson, 1974–1975).
Temporality. Temporal cues help construct a more coherent situation model of a text.
There are three principal measures in Coh-Metrix related to temporality: aspect
repetition, tense repetition and the combination of aspect and tense repetition. Linguistic
features related to tense and aspect are foundational for interpreting temporal coherence
in texts (Duran, McCarthy, Graesser & McNamara, 2007). Tense helps to organise events
along timelines and can affect the activation of information in working memory. Tense
also relates lexical events to a certain point in time. Aspect, on the other hand, conveys
the dynamics of the point itself such as whether the point is ongoing or completed (Klein,
1994). Aspect also helps maintain information in working memory (Magliano &
Schleich, 2000). It is argued that more experienced writers repeat tense and aspect as a
means of creating greater cohesion in their writing (Duran et al., 2007).

Results
Pearson’s correlations training set
We selected the variables from each bank of Coh-Metrix indices that demonstrated the
highest, signiﬁcant Pearson’s correlation when compared with the human scores of the L2
writers’ essay. We selected multiple indices from the MRC database because the indices
did not measure the similar constructs. The 14 selected variables and their banks along
with their r values and p values are presented in Table 2, sorted by the strength of the
correlation. Only one bank, syntactic complexity, did not contain a variable that
correlated signiﬁcantly to the essay scores. To control for over-ﬁtting, we followed a
conservative approach that allowed for one predictor per 20 items. With 344 essays in the
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Table 2. Selected Coh-Metrix variables based on Pearson’s correlations with essay grade.
Variable

Discourse level Cognitive correlate

D Lexical Diversity

Textbase

Word familiarity
CELEX content word
frequency
Content word overlap
LSA given/new
Incidence of positive
logical connectives
Word concreteness
Word imagability
Word meaningfulness
Aspect repetition

Surface code
Surface code

LSA sentence to
sentence
Number of motion
verbs
Logical operators
Verb hypernymy
Number of words
per essay

Bank

Linguistic sophistication/ Lexical diversity
cohesion
Linguistic sophistication MRC database
Linguistic sophistication Word frequency

Textbase
Cohesion
Situation model Cohesion
Textbase
Cohesion

Word overlap
Given/new
Connectives

Surface code
Surface code
Surface code
Situation model

Linguistic sophistication MRC database
Linguistic sophistication MRC database
Linguistic sophistication MRC database
Cohesion
Temporal
cohesion
Situation model Cohesion
Semantic
similarity
Situation model Cohesion
Spatial cohesion
Textbase
Surface code
Surface code

Cohesion

Logical
operators
Linguistic sophistication WordNet
None
Text length

r value

p
value

0.426

o.001

0.400
0.336

o.001
o.001

0.279
0.265
0.227

o.001
o.001
o.001

0.209
0.180
0.176
0.163

o.001
o.001
o.001
o.050

0.150

o.001

0.124

o.050

0.122

o.050

0.121
0.095

o.050
4.050

Notes: LSA given/new and word imagability were not included in the analysis to reduce collinearity; indices in
bold remained signiﬁcant predictors in the linear regression analysis.

training set, we could safely include all 14 of the variables in the regression analysis
(Brace et al., 2006; Field, 2005; Tabachnick & Fidell, 2001).
Collinearity
Pearson’s correlations demonstrated that the content word overlap variable was highly
correlated (4.70) with the LSA given/new measure (N 5 344, r 5 .741, po.001).
Because the content word overlap measure had the highest correlation with essay scores
between the two variables, it was retained in the analysis and the LSA given/new measure
was dropped. Pearson’s correlations also demonstrated a high correlation between word
imagability and word concreteness (N 5 344, r 5 .928, po.001). Because the word
concreteness index had the highest correlation with essay scores, it was retained and the
word imagability index was dropped. Thus, 12 variables were included in the analysis.
Multiple regression training set
A linear regression analysis was calculated for the 12 selected variables. These 12
variables were regressed onto the raters’ evaluations for the 344 essays in the corpus. The
variables were also checked for outliers and multicollinearity. Coefﬁcients were checked
for both variance inﬂation factors (VIF) values and tolerance. All VIF values were at
about 1 and all tolerance levels were beyond the .2 threshold, indicating that the model
data did not suffer from multicollinearity (Field, 2005).
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The linear regression using the 12 variables yielded a signiﬁcant model,
F(5, 338) 5 28.278, po.001, r 5 .543, r2 5 .295. Five variables were signiﬁcant
predictors in the regression: D (lexical diversity), word familiarity, CELEX content
word frequency, word meaningfulness and aspect repetition. Descriptive statistics for
these ﬁve variables are provided in Table 3. The regression analysis demonstrates that the
combination of the ﬁve variables accounts for 30% of the variance in the evaluation of
the 344 essays examined in the training set (see Table 4 for additional information).
Seven variables were not signiﬁcant predictors: logical operators, motion verbs, verb
hypernymy, word concreteness, incidence of logical positive connectors, content word
overlap and LSA sentence to sentence. The latter variables were left out of the regression
model; t-test information on these variables and the variables from the regression model
as well as the amount of variance explained is presented in Table 5.
Test set model
To further support the results from the multiple regression conducted on the training set,
we used the B weights and the constant from the training set multiple regression analysis
to estimate how the model would function on an independent data set (the 170 evaluated
essays held back in the test set). The model produced an estimated value for each essay in
the test set. We then conducted a Pearson’s correlation between the estimated score and
the actual score. We used this correlation along with its r2 to demonstrate the strength of
the model on the independent data set. Descriptive statistics for the selected variables and
the essay evaluations from the test set are provided in Table 6. The model for the test set
yielded r 5 .454, r2 5 .206. The results from the test set model demonstrate that the
combination of the ﬁve variables accounted for 21% of the variance in the evaluation of
the 170 essays examined in the test set.
Total set model
To examine how the model from the training set predicted the variance in L2 essays
scores for the entire corpus, we used the B weights and the constant from the training set
multiple regression analysis on the entire data set (the 514 evaluated essays that were
contained in both the training and the test set). Such a methodology allows us to test and
validate the model yielded in the training set and determine with conﬁdence that the
training model reported was not the result of over-ﬁtting. If the total set model is similar
to the training set model, we can say with a higher degree of conﬁdence that it is a
reliable model (Whitten & Frank, 2005). We followed the same methodology for the total
set model as for the test set model. Descriptive statistics for the selected variables and the
essay evaluations from the total set are provided in Table 7. The model for the entire data
set yielded r 5 .509, r2 5 .259. The results from the entire data set model demonstrate
that the combination of the ﬁve variables accounts for 26% of the variance in the
evaluation of the 514 essays that comprise our L2 writing corpus.

Discussion
This study provides evidence that surface code, textbase and situation model measures
related to cohesion and linguistic sophistication at least partially characterise human
judgments of proﬁciency in L2 writing. Understanding the function of such features and
Copyright r 2010 UKLA

Lexical diversity D
CELEX content word frequency
Word meaningfulness
Average of word familiarity
Aspect repetition

Coh-Metrix index

109.667
1.116
615.588
592.453
0.921

(30.793)
(0.221)
(44.612)
(2.649)
(0.077)

A
82.881
1.18
633.497
594.727
0.923

(22.465)
(0.212)
(41.203)
(2.668)
(0.087)

B
(20.882)
(0.205)
(44.998)
(2.489)
(0.056)

77.172
1.277
637.413
594.670
0.948

(21.600)
(0.228)
(40.788)
(2.754)
(0.062)

D

Assigned grade/rating
C
83.048
1.237
637.823
594.493
0.945

Table 3. Training set statistics (M, SD) for Coh-Metrix indices as a function of grade.

71.50
1.329
644.928
596.201
0.950

(22.934)
(0.232)
(42.990)
(2.807)
(0.074)

E

60.307
1.356
643.936
596.796
0.954

(20.789)
(0.230)
(43.242)
(2.968)
(0.063)

F
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Table 4. Linear regression analysis ﬁndings to predict essay ratings: training set.
Entry
Entry
Entry
Entry
Entry
Entry

1
2
3
4
5

Variable added

Correlation

R2

D lexical diversity
CELEX content word frequency
Average of word meaningfulness
Average of word familiarity
Aspect repetition

0.427
0.466
0.52
0.534
0.543

0.180
0.213
0.264
0.276
0.285

B

B

0.011
2.387
0.008
2.590
0.077

0.170
0.337
0.198
0.111
0.14

SE
0.004
0.430
0.002
1.094
0.035

Notes: B 5 unstandardised b; B 5 standardised b; SE 5 standard error.
Estimated constant term is 58.486.

Table 5. t-values, p-values and variance explained for training set variables.
Variable
D Lexical diversity
CELEX content word frequency
Average of word meaningfulness every word
Aspect repetition score
Average of word familiarity every word
Logical operators
Number of motion verbs
Verb hypernymy
Average of word concreteness
Incidence of positive logical connectives
Content word overlap
LSA sentence to sentence

t-value

p-value

R2

2.789
5.552
3.132
2.369
2.217
1.899
1.041
1.035
0.992
0.978
0.571
0.008

o.010
o.001
o.010
o.050
o.050
4.050
4.050
4.050
4.050
4.050
4.050
4.050

0.18
0.04
0.05
0.02
0.01
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

how they relate to writing proﬁciency signiﬁcantly impacts our understanding of the
importance of linguistic features in essays by explaining the role text variables play in
predicting writing proﬁciency. These ﬁndings can be used to inform writing pedagogy
and provide models for computer-assisted language learning.
Unlike many past L2 studies that have examined lexical, grammatical and discourse
features (Engber, 1995; Grant & Ginther, 2000; Jarvis et al., 2003), this study
demonstrates large effect sizes (deﬁned as Pearson’s correlations X.50, Cohen, 1988)
between the selected lexical features and the essay scores. Additionally, the
computational tools and the size of the corpus employed in this study allow us to use
more rigorous statistical methodology and control for issues such as over-ﬁtting. Thus,
we have conﬁdence that this analysis provides reliable evidence that computational
measures of linguistic features can be used to predict L2 writing proﬁciency. We are also
conﬁdent that the ﬁndings are generalisable, at least for the language population
surveyed. Our conﬁdence rests in the use of both training and test sets.
The ﬁndings from this study also demonstrate the potential for surface code, textbase
and situation model measures related to cohesion and linguistic sophistication to predict
essay scores. The surface code and textbase variables examined in this study (lexical
diversity, word familiarity, word frequency, word meaningfulness) accounted for the vast
majority of the variance in the multiple regression model with the variable D (lexical
diversity) accounting for 18% of the variance alone.
The results also exhibited some unexpected patterns. For instance, studies into the
effects of cohesive devices have suggested that more coherent essays would be produced
Copyright r 2010 UKLA

97.238
1.197
621.595
0.909
593.736

(22.999)
(0.197)
(44.477)
(0.089)
(2.535)

A
86.759
1.157
640.265
0.944
594.464

(27.775)
(0.202)
(45.929)
(0.073)
(2.927)

B

Lexical diversity D
CELEX content word frequency
Word meaningfulness
Aspect repetition
Average of word familiarity every word

Coh-Metrix index

105.524
1.143
617.590
0.917
592.880

(28.854)
(0.215)
(44.299)
(0.081)
(2.662)

A
84.159
1.172
635.727
0.930
594.405

(24.251)
(0.208)
(42.672)
(0.083)
(2.742)

B

Table 7. Total set statistics (M, SD) for Coh-Metrix indices as a function of grade.

Lexical diversity D
CELEX content word frequency
Word meaningfulness
Aspect repetition
Word familiarity every word

Coh-Metrix index

Table 6. Test set statistics (M, SD) for Coh-Metrix indices as a function of grade.

74.103
1.263
643.085
0.949
595.548

(22.715)
(0.234)
(37.863)
(0.062)
(2.491)

D

(23.620)
(0.206)
(45.533)
(0.060)
(2.592)

C

76.149
1.273
639.304
0.948
594.962

(21.894)
(0.229)
(39.707)
(0.062)
(2.687)

D

Assigned grade/rating

(28.780)
(0.209)
(47.081)
(0.069)
(2.833)

83.043
1.250
635.814
0.947
594.503

83.032
1.275
631.731
0.951
594.522

C

Assigned grade/rating

(23.112)
(0.224)
(44.008)
(0.081)
(3.012)

E

(23.556)
(0.211)
(46.750)
(0.090)
(3.449)

69.955
1.331
643.904
0.941
596.260

66.759
1.334
641.787
0.921
596.383

E

(20.964)
(0.255)
(40.006)
(0.050)
(2.696)

(20.763)
(0.237)
(42.035)
(0.058)
(2.868)

F
66.527
1.350
645.547
0.952
596.721

64.968
1.336
648.768
0.949
596.570

F
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by writers judged to be more proﬁcient (with the exception of studies considering lexical
diversity). These ﬁndings are premised on the notion that more proﬁcient writers possess
the linguistic ability to produce more and varied cohesive devices and better understand
the purpose and effects of cohesive devices. However, our study does not support this
assertion, with writers judged to be more proﬁcient actually producing texts with fewer
cohesive devices. For instance, this study demonstrated that higher-scored essays
provided less lexical overlap than lower-proﬁciency essays. This ﬁnding is supported by
the D (lexical diversity) ﬁndings, which demonstrate more lexical diversity at higher
proﬁciency levels as compared with lower proﬁciency levels. Additional support for this
ﬁnding can be found in the correlation analysis, which demonstrated that essays written
by L2 writers evaluated as less proﬁcient contain more content word overlap and higher
semantic similarity scores. Writers judged to be of higher proﬁciency also provide less
aspect repetition than lower-proﬁciency writers. Aspect helps the reader maintain
information in working memory (Magliano & Schleich, 2000) and researchers have
argued that more proﬁcient writers would repeat aspect as a method of creating greater
cohesion in text (Duran et al., 2007). However, this appears not to be the case with the L2
writers sampled in this study. While not included in the regression analysis, many
cohesion variables demonstrated similar trends in the correlation analysis. For example,
higher-proﬁciency writers produce texts with fewer positive logical connectors (e.g. and,
also, then, in sum, next) than lower-proﬁciency writers. This ﬁnding could be
counterintuitive because one might expect that more proﬁcient writers would want to
make strong links between ideas and clauses (Crismore et al., 1993; Longo, 1994) and
provide for a more organised text through the use of connectives (Van de Kopple, 1985).
Additionally, writers judged to be of higher proﬁciency provide readers with less given
material than writers judged to be lower proﬁciency and thus produce texts that require
readers to activate more lexical knowledge (Chafe, 1975) and depend less on the
preceding discourse (Halliday, 1967). The use of less given information would require
more cognitive processing on the part of the reader, something we might expect that
higher-proﬁciency writers would avoid.
Overall, the results of this study suggest that L2 writers judged to be more advanced
produce texts with fewer cohesive devices. This ﬁnding counters past L2 studies (Connor,
1990; Jin, 2001) that found that more advanced writers used more cohesive devices.
However, the use of fewer cohesive devices by writers judged to be more proﬁcient has
been supported in L1 writing studies (McNamara et al., 2010). One reason for this might
be a reverse cohesion effect. Reading comprehension studies (McNamara, Kintsch,
Songer & Kintsch, 1996; O’Reilly & McNamara, 2007) have demonstrated that lowknowledge readers beneﬁt more from cohesive texts than high-knowledge readers, who
actually beneﬁt more from lower-cohesion texts. Thus, more proﬁcient writers, assuming
that their audience includes high-knowledge readers, might produce less cohesive texts.
In contrast to text cohesion, our linguistic sophistication ﬁndings adhere to researchsupported expectations. For instance, past research has shown that higher-proﬁciency
writers use greater lexical diversity than lower-proﬁciency writers (see cohesion ﬁndings
above; Engber, 1995; Grant & Ginther, 2000; Jarvis, 2002; Reppen, 1994). From a lexical
difﬁculty perspective, past research has also demonstrated that higher-proﬁciency writers
also use more infrequent words (Meara & Bell, 2001; Nation, 1988). As in past studies,
our ﬁndings support the use of greater lexical diversity and less frequent words by L2
writers judged to be more proﬁcient. This study also investigated four additional lexical
difﬁculty measures that have not been considered in the past: word familiarity, word
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meaningfulness, word concreteness and word imagability. In reference to word
familiarity, higher-proﬁciency writers use words that are less familiar and thus likely
more difﬁcult to recognise. In reference to word meaningfulness, writers evaluated as
more proﬁcient use words that are less meaningful and thus have fewer associations with
other words, making lexical connections within the text more difﬁcult to develop. Writers
judged to be more proﬁcient also produced words that were less concrete and less
imageable. In consideration of these ﬁndings, we are left with the conclusion that writers
judged as more proﬁcient produce more infrequent words that have fewer associations,
are less familiar and are more abstract and less imageable. Thus, a mark of writers
evaluated as having higher proﬁciency is an increased level of linguistic sophistication.
The ﬁndings regarding linguistic sophistication raise an additional theoretical
implication: the relative importance of lexical variables in writing proﬁciency. Of the
ﬁve variables in the regression, four of them are lexical (lexical diversity, word
frequency, word meaningfulness and word familiarity). These four variables account for
almost all of the variance in the regression analysis (29%). Although studies of lexical
proﬁciency have been limited (Engber, 1995; Meara, 2002), the results of previous
studies have strongly suggested that lexical knowledge is an important aspect of L2
writing proﬁciency (Engber, 1995). Additionally, lexical proﬁciency is a critical factor in
the creation of global errors that lead to breaks in L2 communication (De la Fuente, 2002;
Ellis, 1995; Ellis, Tanaka & Yamakazi, 1994), especially in timed writing where essay
content strongly correlates to lexical output and the production of incorrect lexicon can
obscure the meaning of the text and affect the judgements of the grader (Santos, 1988).
Timed writing tasks are also important because they better reﬂect the lexical resources
available to L2 learners (Engber, 1995). Other studies (Harley & King, 1989; Linnarud,
1986; McClure, 1991) have also examined correlations between lexical errors and essay
scoring and concluded that human judgements of writing proﬁciency are primarily based
on the correct use of the lexicon and the use of a variety of lexical resources. This study
provides additional support for the importance of lexical richness and variety in assessing
proﬁcient L2 writing. Furthermore, the study reports on additional lexical measures such
as word meaningfulness and word familiarity that do not solely examine lexical
knowledge based on surface-level features such as lexical diversity and frequency (Polio,
2001).

Conclusion
This study has demonstrated that a combination of surface code, textbase and situation
model variables can be used to analyse differences between low- and high-scored essays
written by L2 learners. Like ﬁrst language writers, L2 writers evaluated as being highly
proﬁcient do not appear to produce texts that are more cohesive, but instead produce texts
that demonstrate more linguistic sophistication (e.g. McNamara et al., 2010). This
sophistication can be observed in the production of texts that use less frequent, less
familiar and less meaningful words, while also deploying a more diverse range of words.
Additionally, writers judged as highly proﬁcient provide readers with less temporal
cohesion and word overlap.
The ﬁndings of this study support ﬁndings from past studies, but this study also
presents new data on the use of cohesive devices in L2 writing as well as introduces new
indices at the surface code, textbase and situation model level. These ﬁndings deserve
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additional investigation. Future studies might consider whether similar results occur in
other language populations rather than Hong Kong students. Additionally, future studies
might consider what features of the analysed texts outside of the linguistic features might
play a role in writing proﬁciency. These features could include error production,
contextual factors such as truthfulness and accuracy, world knowledge and rhetorical
style. All of these features might help to explain the additional variance not predicted by
the linguistic variables examined in this study. Lastly, while this study’s focus is mostly
on the writer, future studies should consider how linguistic features affect the essay rater
through controlled studies that examine the cognitive effects of cohesion and language
sophistication on the rater.
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